Report: Operation Holdout - 22-07-2002
Mission Briefing: - Made by Jol Allson
Two days ago we received word from the Senate that General Rieeken had been captured by the Empire. The
only information they were able to give us was the Stargate address. General Hammond was quick to respond
and insisted we let the SGC handle the rescue op. What a bad idea that was. SG-3 and SG-17 haven’t reported
back, and the SGC is fearing the worst. So this time, we’re gonna do it properly.
I’m assembling a commando team to gate to P54-X98 and rescue Rieeken and the two SG teams. Weight is going
to be a problem on this mission as the only route to the Imperial Facility from the gate is to abseil down a 300”
cliff face. For this reason every member has a weight limit, armour limit and item limit.
We have to gate over, go 0.5 klicks to the cliff, abseil down it, then go another 1.5 klicks to the base.
Required Weapons:
Prax Arms Model AFD-43 "Sniper" Blaster Rifle, BlasTech E-Web Repeating Blaster.
Limits:
Weight – 10kg (This is personal weapons, the E-Web will be taken down separately)
Items – 3 Weapons + 2 Other Items (Grenades etc.)
Armour – Light/Med-Light
Mission Report: - Made by Nick Fel
Acid Burn, Glantry Fett, Phil Fett, Padme Fett, Drac'una, Piquo, Thorn and myself made up the team.
We reached the cliff with little incident, only coming across two Jaffa, who were quickly sniped by Piquo.
The E-Web was set up on the clifftop while we set up the equipment, however numerous Jaffa and three Gliders
were seen proceeding towards us.
Phil managed to take most of them out with the cannon, leaving one Glider salvagable.
While me, Acid and Piquo advanced towards the base on foot while Glantry, Thorn, Drac'una and Padme took the
Glider into the base, using it and Thorn's linguistic skills to talk their way in.
Meanwhile, we distracted the defenses by assaulting the base through the main gates.
All this was confused by the revelation that a Goa'uld mothership was in orbit, and dozens of Gliders were on
their way.
Reeikan and the captured SG teams were retreived successfully, and all members of our team escaped by various
means, including the theft of a Goa'uld transport.
Everyone made it back through the Stargate in time.
Wedge is going to get flogged for not turning up to his own mission and forcing it on me.
I'm a pilot damnit.

